Faithful filled church in Sharogrod, Palm Sunday

Church in Mikolajow, Palm Sunday

Bila Tserkva near Kyiv, Palm Sunday

Mykolayiv, a city of several hundred thousand
inhabitants, has been without water for several
weeks. For technical purposes, they go to the river
to fetch water, and for food they buy it when it is
available. There is also a car delivering water
around the city. It has been to our parish twice.
Well, but it is a luxury compared to other cities
affected by the occupation. In the picture we can
see Sr. Faustina helping to distribute water.

Our Sisters are also involved, for example, in
preparing camouflage nets for soldiers.
Many women and young people spend hours,
days, weeks doing this work.

Easter, also called Pascha – the celebration of Christ’s resurrection – is the oldest and most important
Christian holiday. In Poland also in Ukraine , it’s celebrated by Christians of various denominations.
Traditionally include: Blessing of the Lamb baked from a cake, eggs, meat and other foods on the eve of the
Holy Passover

Polish and Ukrainian freedom fighters, came to sacrifice food for Easter breakfast - in
a soldier's helmet (instead of a basket) ...

Others...
prepare dumplings or even cookies, like our Sr. Klara
and girls, to send to the fighting

In the food parcels, the soldiers also received drawings by our Bar children, full of painted
hearts, flowers, which made a great impression on them.
They decorated their trenches with them.
In the picture you can also see a picture - God's Mercy.

A photo of our garden, most of which is already landscaped and seeded.
We hope to harvest crops and fruit in peace....

*
Restore our fortunes, Lord,
like streams in the Negev.
Those who sow with tears
will reap with songs of joy.
Those who go out weeping,
carrying seed to sow,
will return with songs of joy,
carrying sheaves with them.
Psalm 126

